SPECIAL COURSES IN
TEXTILES OFFERED

Summer Course Will Begin
On July 27
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Students who desire to round out the above courses with laboratory experiments will find unusually complete facilities at the Institute. In the Textile Laboratory a central station system of humidification and dehumidification which can be set for any desired conditions and automatically maintained constant over long periods of time. Additional equipment makes it possible to raise the humidity to high levels for special work. New students are available with equipment ranging from one ounce to two thousand pounds, and which can be operated under a wide range of speeds and adjustments.

Complete equipment for the study of fabrics in polarized light is provided, as well as for photo-transparent, micro-projection, micro-photography, hot-stamping, and Coates point with paraffin assistance. Experimental equipment is available in the local clubs. To facilitate this, the Institute has in the local clubs a method of mutual benefit to them and to the Institute. In his statement he pointed out the facilities the association has in helping its members both in a business and social way. Mr. Bradley's conclusion is as follows:

"The selection of Seniors and Post Graduates of 1932 is called to the advantage in this and to the Institute of extending relationship. Our Alumni Association, through its central headquarters and local club network, is in a position to be of service to the younger members, not only in a personal way but also in a business way. The central Alumni office and the officers of the state club are in touch with the Placement Service of the Division of Industrial Cooperation, to which industry turns appeals occasionally when in search of men with particular training and experience for positions open."